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	Exploring the design and use of micro- and meso-actuators, this book begins with theory and a general synopsis of the state-of-the-art in theoretical research. It discusses how to employ modern approaches in research and design activity, then presents a systematic list of already available products and details their potential for use. Design possibilities based on new technologies are clearly separated from those due to scale reduction, aiding in the selection of proper technology. The author takes a multi-physic approach to guarantee a comprehensive modeling technique, while the many references to experimental data and to existing microacutators assure an effective applicability of proposed theories.



	The concepts of the micro- and meso-actuator are introduced in this monograph

	through a multidisciplinary approach that combines aspects of

	mechanics and of functional kinematical production. General concepts are

	described in the first chapter, are practically expressed in the second chapter,

	are deepened with modern software instruments in the third chapter

	and, finally, are seasoned with a practical example in the fourth chapter. The

	approach adopted is based on continuity between theoretical and practical

	viewpoints on micro- and meso-actuators to provide an understanding of

	physical phenomena and suggestions for their application to the real world.





	This approach emerges only in a rather implicit form within the monograph

	that, therefore, can represent only a first version or a first hint of a wider

	activity of research, organization, and collocation of knowledge. Different

	errors and information gaps are certainly present and the author apologizes

	for them, relying on the goodwill of readers to highlight errors and suggest

	possible extensions of the work in e-mails.
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HTML5 FoundationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Master innovative and eye-catching website design with the exciting new Treehouse Series of books Turn plain words and images into stunning websites using HTML5 and this beautiful, full-colour guide. Taking you beyond the constraints of prebuilt themes and simple site building tools, this new Treehouse book combines practicality with...
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Penetration Testing with the Bash shellPackt Publishing, 2014

	Make the most of the Bash shell and Kali Linux's commandlinebased security assessment tools


	About This Book

	
		Utilize the command line to create, run, and execute tests
	
		Learn useful command line based information processing utilities and unlock the problem solving power of a Linux...
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NetBeans Platform 6.9 Developer's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	The NetBeans Platform has many features provided out of the box for Swing desktop application developers. It can take you hours just to create menu bars, toolbars, a window system, and other typical desktop application infrastructural needs rather than you focusing on your domain knowledge. Imagine how much time you could save with a hands-on...
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Nursing Health Assessment: A Critical Thinking, Case Studies ApproachF. A. Davis Company, 2006

	Learn, Do, and Think! Experience the Dillon Difference – engage your students in the assessment process! Throughout the text, you will find a unique body system integration, case studies strategically placed three times in each chapter, and critical thinking questions. Dillion...
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Microsoft SharePoint 2007 for Office 2007 UsersWrox Press, 2009
Microsoft Office SharePoint Server (MOSS) 2007 is a wildly popular server product that offers an amazing opportunity to change the way you work. Paired with Microsoft Office 2007, SharePoint allows you to share and collaborate on Word, PowerPoint, Access, and Excel documents and databases; organize workflows; integrate Office documents with...
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Unix for Mac OS X 10.4 Tiger : Visual QuickPro Guide (2nd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2005
 As Unix spreads its tentacles across users' desktops, more and more Mac users are starting to pop the hood and learn about the operating system that's at the root of it all. And there's no better way to conquer that fear than by consulting this Visual QuickPro Guide. Matisse Enzer, who wrote the first...
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